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BACKGROUND: Early diagnosis of ventilator-associated pneumonia (VAP) is necessary to reduce
morbidity and improve survival of critically ill patients in the ICU. The purpose of the present study
is to examine the performance of macroscopic bronchoscopic findings and cytological analysis of
bronchoalveolar lavage fluid (BALF) as an early diagnostic tool for VAP, either alone or in com-
bination with clinically oriented scores (modified Clinical Pulmonary Infection Score [CPIS] or
Johanson criteria). METHODS: BAL was performed in 54 consecutive mechanically ventilated
subjects. The predictive value of isolated or combined clinical characteristics, BALF, and/or other
laboratory measurements in diagnosing VAP was analyzed by logistic regression analysis. A sep-
arate diagnostic score was derived from a linear combination of independent variables included in
the multivariate model and compared with CPIS, Johanson criteria, and their combinations with
BALF cytology (receiver operating characteristic curve analysis). RESULTS: Integrating relative
neutrophil cell count in CPIS or Johanson criteria optimized their specificity (>80%) but decreased
sensitivity (<70%). Radiographic progression and the presence of distal purulent secretions on
bronchoscopy were independently associated with VAP diagnosis. A new score that incorporates
clinical, radiographic, and early bronchoscopic findings presented excellent diagnostic accuracy
(area under curve � 0.96, sensitivity 94.3%, specificity 84.2%). CONCLUSIONS: The diagnostic
performance of classical clinical scores for VAP did not improve after combination with BALF
cytology. A new composite score proved to be more accurate than previous scores in early VAP
diagnosis. Key words: bronchoscopy; bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL); ventilator-associated pneumonia
(VAP); mechanical ventilation; clinical pulmonary infection score (CPIS); Johanson criteria. [Respir
Care 2016;61(5):658–•. © 2016 Daedalus Enterprises]

Introduction

Ventilator-associated pneumonia (VAP) is a well-known
complication affecting up to 27% of mechanically venti-

lated patients. It accounts for approximately 25% of all
ICU-acquired infections and for �50% of all antibiotic
use in ICU patients.1 VAP prolongs ICU stay and mechan-
ical ventilation and increases costs of hospitalization. Over-
all mortality ranges between 20 and 50% and may reach
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70% in patients with VAP and immunosuppression and/or
multidrug-resistant infections, whereas VAP-attributable
mortality approximates 30%.2 Besides pathogen virulence
and host defense response, inappropriate or delayed initial
antimicrobial therapy are factors associated with increased
mortality.3,4

Many clinical entities, such as alveolar hemorrhage,
drug-induced lung toxicity, cardiogenic pulmonary edema,
primary or secondary ARDS, collagen vascular diseases,
and primary or metastatic lung cancer may mimic lower
respiratory tract infections, but they differ from VAP in
terms of management and overall prognosis.5 However, no
single clinical symptom or sign, imaging, or microbiolog-
ical test can be used for the accurate early diagnosis of
VAP. In addition, histopathology and/or tissue cultures is
the most accepted, but not uniformly accepted, standard.6

Several combinations of criteria related to clinical mani-
festations, radiology techniques, and/or bacteriological data
derived from bronchoalveolar specimens have been pro-
posed for the diagnosis of VAP. The criteria introduced in
1972 by Johanson et al7 included clinical and radiographic
variables but had moderate sensitivity, specificity, and ac-
curacy (69, 75, and 72%, respectively) when compared
with immediate postmortem lung biopsies.8 More recently,
the Clinical Pulmonary Infection Score (CPIS) was re-
ported by Pugin et al9 as a new surrogate clinical marker
for VAP. Despite the fact that sensitivity and specificity of
CPIS for VAP diagnosis were high (93 and 100%, respec-
tively) in the original publication, which was based on a
small study population (N � 28),9 subsequent studies con-
cluded that the score performed moderately compared with
either pathological diagnosis or bronchoalveolar lavage
fluid (BALF)-established diagnosis.2,10 At present, the most
routinely utilized clinical criteria for VAP are those de-
veloped and recently updated by the United States Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC).11

Fiberoptic bronchoscopy is a useful, albeit interventional,
diagnostic modality that offers the potential for direct in-
spection of bronchial mucosa and respiratory secretions
and for obtaining microbiological samples by using pro-
tected specimen brushing and/or bronchoalveolar lavage
(BAL). Microbiological (quantitative and semiquantitative)
analyses of specimens and recovery of a microorganism in
sufficient quantity from the lower airways outweigh the
lack of specificity associated with pure clinical diagnostic
approaches to VAP. On the other hand, VAP diagnosis
may be delayed for up to 48–72 h pending BALF cultures.
In this context, direct (within 2–3 h) cytologic examination
of BALF may serve as an adjunct to a clinical approach for
early diagnosis of VAP. The aim of the present study is to
examine the performance of macroscopic bronchoscopic
findings and cytological analysis of BALF as an early
diagnostic tool for VAP, either alone or in combination

with clinically oriented scores, such as the CPIS or Johan-
son criteria.7

Methods

Subjects

Bronchoscopy with BAL was performed in consecutive
mechanically ventilated subjects admitted to the ICU of
Laiko General Hospital for acute respiratory failure, as in-
dicated by deteriorating respiratory function (a significant
decrease in PaO2

and/or an increase in PaCO2
) and new onset

or worsening pathology of plain chest radiograph and/or
computed tomography (consolidation, infiltrates, pleural
effusion, or atelectasis). The following variables were re-
corded for each subject: sex, age, comorbidities such as
COPD and immunosuppression, total stay in the ICU,
APACHE II (Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Eval-
uation II) score on ICU admission, length of intubation
period, body temperature, presence or absence of shock,
complete blood count, and treatment with antibiotics and/or
antifungal agents at the time of bronchoscopy. The study
received the approval of the Ethics Committee of Laiko
General Hospital.

QUICK LOOK

Current knowledge

Ventilator-associated pneumonia (VAP) accounts for
�25% of all ICU-acquired infections and �50% of all
antibiotic use in ICU patients. Early diagnosis of VAP
cannot rely on a single clinical symptom or sign, im-
aging, or microbiological test. The average diagnostic
performance of scores based on combinations of clini-
cal and/or radiographic criteria (eg, modified Clinical
Pulmonary Infection Score [CPIS] or Johanson criteria)
is moderate and varies among different studies.

What this paper contributes to our knowledge

Integrating relative neutrophil cell count in modified
CPIS or Johanson criteria optimized their specificity
but decreased sensitivity to poor levels. Radiographic
progression and presence of distal purulent secretions
on bronchoscopy were the only independent early rec-
ognizable factors significantly associated with VAP di-
agnosis. A new diagnostic score, which incorporated
clinical (duration of mechanical ventilation, presence of
immunosuppression), radiographic, and early broncho-
scopic findings (purulence of distal secretions), pre-
sented excellent diagnostic accuracy for VAP compared
with either Johanson criteria or modified CPIS.
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Bronchoscopy

Intravenous boluses of midazolam or propofol were ad-
ministered to provide sedation during bronchoscopy. The
BAL procedure was carried out by instillation and recov-
ery of 5–7 20-mL aliquots of sterile 0.9% normal saline
solution. Wedge position was decided on the basis of ra-
diology findings (radiograph and/or computed tomograph),
whereas right middle lobe or lingula were preferred in
subjects with diffuse pulmonary infiltrates or inconclusive
radiology. BALF recovery was �40–50 mL in all cases.

Fluid recovered from the first 20-mL aliquot was han-
dled as a bronchial washing specimen, since it contains a
greater proportion of bronchial epithelial cells, and was
cultured for common pathogens and mycobacteria. Subse-
quent aliquots were considered to be more representative
BALF specimens. Two of them were placed in specific
Cytolyt solution containers and were sent to the cytology
laboratory within the first 2–3 h after bronchoscopy. At
least one additional BALF specimen was stained and cul-
tured for common pathogens or examined after specific
stains (eg, acid-fast stain, Grocott methenamine silver stain,
immunofluorescence). BALF cytology included differen-
tial cell counts and investigation for possible specific di-
agnoses, such as alveolar hemorrhage, primary or meta-
static pulmonary malignancy, common or specific lung
infections (eg, caused by Pneumocystis jirovecii, cytomeg-
alovirus, or mycobacteria), or pulmonary manifestations
of a systemic disease (eg, sarcoidosis, collagen vascular
disease). In subjects with a clinical suspicion of diffuse
alveolar hemorrhage and increased number of hemosider-
in-laden macrophages in BALF, the Golde score was cal-
culated, as originally defined by Golde et al.12 A Golde
score of �100 was considered to indicate severe diffuse
alveolar hemorrhage, whereas a score between 20 and 100
was considered mild to moderate. In addition, direct or
indirect signs of malignancy from direct inspection of the
bronchial tree, macroscopic appearance of distal secretions
surging from segmental bronchial inlets (serous, mucous,
purulent, and/or bloody), bronchial mucosal edema, or fri-
ability were recorded as well.

VAP Definitions and Clinical Scores

The updated definition of VAP provided by the
CDC/National Healthcare Safety Network (PNU2)11 was
used as the accepted standard when comparing the perfor-
mance of different definitions and scores in early diagno-
sis of VAP. The examined definitions were the commonly
used Johanson clinical criteria (Definition A), the modi-
fied CPIS (�6) (Definition B),13 and new definitions orig-
inating from the combination of Definitions A and B
with different neutrophil differential (%) cell count cut-
off values (20 – 80%) in BALF analysis (Definitions C

and D, respectively) or from the linear combination of
various independent variables and covariates included in
the multivariate analysis described below in the Statistical
Analysis section (Definition E).

Statistical Analysis

Non-parametric methods (Mann-Whitney or Kruskal-
Walis) were used for the comparison of continuous vari-
ables, since distribution was not normal for most variables
and sample size was relative small. The appropriate para-
metric (chi-square test) or non-parametric method (Fisher
exact test) was selected for the comparison of unranked
categorical variables among different subject groups. The
non-parametric Kendall’s tau test was performed to mea-
sure the correlation between two ranked variables.

The predictive value of isolated or combined clinical
characteristics and/or BAL and/or other laboratory mea-
surements in diagnosing VAP was analyzed by univar-
iate or multivariate logistic regression models. A sepa-
rate clinical score was calculated for each subject from
a linear combination of independent variables and co-
variates included in the multivariate model. More spe-
cifically, the coefficients used for the calculation of the
score were the same as the respective � coefficients (or
equivalently the log odds ratios), as estimated in the
multivariable analysis. A receiver operating character-
istic curve analysis was then used to determine the op-
timal cutoff value for the new score (Definition E) and
for the proposed VAP Definitions C and D. Sensitivity,
specificity, positive and negative predictive values, and
correct classification rates were calculated for each VAP
definition (A–E).

The statistical package STATA 10 (StataCorp, College
Station, Texas) was used for analyses. A statistical asso-
ciation was considered significant if the P value was �.05.

Results

Fifty-four consecutive subjects (31 males/23 females),
with a median age of 72 y (interquartile range 58–80 y),
were finally included in the study and underwent bron-
choscopy with BAL. The reasons for initial ICU admission
were as follows: severe pulmonary infection (n � 18),
sepsis/multi-organ failure (n � 11), extubation failure in
the early postoperative period (n � 9), acute cardiac events
(n � 10), and coma (n � 6). Thirty-five subjects were
finally diagnosed as having VAP according to the updated
definition of VAP provided by the CDC/National Health-
care Safety Network, whereas worsening of respiratory
function in the remaining subjects was caused by ARDS
(n � 4), acute cardiac failure (n � 3), atelectasis (n � 5),
alveolar hemorrhage (n � 2), P. jiroveci infection (n � 2),
cytomegalovirus infection (n � 1), uremic lung (n � 1),
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and disseminated intravascular coagulation (n � 1). Sub-
jects with VAP had higher median CPIS and median body
temperature compared with subjects with another diagno-
sis, as shown in Table 1.

Table 2 demonstrates the macroscopic bronchoscopic
findings and the results of cytological and microbiological
analyses of BALF. The persistence of purulent distal se-
cretions surging from segmental bronchial inlets was more
frequent in subjects with VAP (P � .001). As expected
from the definition of VAP, the rate of isolation of any
pathogen was higher in the VAP group (P � .001). The
most frequently isolated pathogens were Pseudomonas
aeruginosa and Acinetobacter baumannii. On the contrary,
macroscopic findings of inflammation (eg, bronchial mu-
cosal edema or friability) were more prevalent in subjects
without VAP (P � .038).

The presence or absence of VAP was treated as a di-
chotomous dependent variable in a univariate logistic re-
gression analysis, whereas the clinical and laboratory pa-
rameters included in Tables 1 and 2 were the examined

independent variables. New onset or progressive deterio-
ration of preexisting consolidation and/or lung infiltrates
on chest radiograph or computed tomograph (odds ratio
[OR] 30.60; 95% CI 3.45–271.51), BALF culture positiv-
ity (OR 58.29; 95% CI 6.48–524.04), and the persistent
presence of purulent distal secretions surging from seg-
mental bronchial inlets (OR 58.29; 95% CI 6.48–524.04)
were the only statistically significant factors associated
with VAP in univariate analysis (P � .002, �.001 and
�.001, respectively) (Table 3). A multivariate analysis
was then performed, including radiological progression as
defined previously; the presence of purulent distal secre-
tions on bronchoscopy; duration of mechanical ventilation,
which is a known risk factor for VAP2; and the presence or
absence of immunosuppression (see Table 4). The new
score generated from the linear combination of indepen-
dent variables and covariates included in the multivar-
iate model was named RPDMI (radiological progression,
purulent secretions, duration of mechanical ventilation,
immunosuppression). The RPDMI score was calculated

Table 1. Clinical and Laboratory Characteristics of ICU Subjects on the Day of Bronchoscopy

Total (N � 54) VAP (n � 35) Non-VAP (n � 19) P

Female sex, n (%) 23 (42.6) 12 (34.3) 11 (57.9) .17
Age, median (IQR) y 72 (58–80) 73 (62–80) 64 (54–80) .15
COPD, n (%)* 10 (18.5) 9 (25.7) 1 (5.3) .08
Immunosuppression, n (%) 16 (29.6) 9 (25.7) 7 (36.8) .58
Duration of mechanical ventilation, median (IQR) d 16 (8–36) 20 (9–37) 13 (3–23) .27
Cause of admission in ICU, n (%)

Severe pulmonary infection 18 (33.3) 13 (37.1) 5 (26.3) .62
Sepsis/multi-organ failure* 11 (20.4) 7 (20.0) 4 (21.1) �.99
Extubation failure in the early postoperative period* 9 (16.7) 6 (17.1) 3 (15.8) �.99
Acute cardiac events* 10 (18.5) 5 (14.3) 5 (26.3) .46
Coma* 6 (11.1) 4 (11.4) 2 (10.5) �.99

Fever, median (IQR) °C 38.5 (37.8–38.8) 38.6 (38.2–38.8) 38.2 (37.4–38.7) .037
Shock, n (%) 30 (55.6) 20 (57.1) 10 (52.6) �.99
Peripheral WBC, median (IQR) � 103 10.7 (7.4–17.5) 11.3 (7.4–17.5) 8.6 (7.4–21.3) .53
New or progressive consolidation/infiltrates, n (%)* 44 (81.5) 34 (97.1) 10 (52.6) �.001
APACHE II score, median (IQR) 21 (16–26) 20 (15–26) 22 (17–24) .72
CPIS, median (IQR) 6 (5–7) 7 (6–8) 5 (4–7) �.001
Antibiotic therapy, n (%)* 50 (92.6) 33 (94.3) 17 (89.5) .61
No. of antibiotics prescribed, n (%)

1* 8 (14.8) 4 (11.4) 4 (21.1) .43
2 30 (55.6) 21 (60.0) 9 (47.4) .54
3* 10 (18.5) 8 (22.9) 2 (10.5) .31
4* 2 (3.7) 0 (0) 2 (10.5) .12

Antifungal agents, n (%) 19 (35.2) 11 (31.4) 8 (42.1) .62
Treatment for Pneumocystis jirovecii, mycobacteria, or viruses, n (%)* 8 (14.8) 2 (5.7) 6 (31.6) .02
Final outcome (mortality), n (%) 33 (61.1) 23 (65.7) 10 (52.6) .52

* Fisher exact test.
VAP � ventilator-associated pneumonia
IQR � interquartile range
WBC � white blood cells
APACHE II � Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation II
CPIS � Clinical Pulmonary Infection Score
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by the equation: RPDMI � 7.9 � radiological progres-
sion � 8.4 � purulent secretions � .064 � duration of
mechanical ventilation in days � 2.89 � immunosuppres-
sion. The presence of each of radiological progression, pu-
rulent secretions, or immunosuppression scored 1 point,
whereas duration of mechanical ventilation was handled as a
continuous variable.

The accuracy of RPDMI for early diagnosis of VAP
was excellent according to the area under the receiver
operating characteristic curve (AUC) (0.96, 95% CI 0.87–
0.96) with an optimal combination of sensitivity (94.3%,
95% CI 88.1–100%) and specificity (84.2%, 95% CI
74.5–93.9%) at a cutoff value of 14.1 (Definition E). On
the other hand, the corresponding diagnostic accuracy was
good for Definition B (AUC: 0.80, 95% CI 0.67–0.93),
fair for Definition C (AUC: 0.78, 95% CI 0.65–0.89), and
poor for Definition D (AUC: 0.68, 95% CI 0.53–0.80)
(Fig. 1). Sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative pre-
dictive values, and correct classification rate (%) for the
early diagnosis of VAP were calculated for each of the 5
aforementioned proposed definitions (A–E) (Table 5).

Incorporating the effect of relative neutrophil cell count
(%) (at various cutoff values) in Definitions C and D
increased specificity at the expense of sensitivity. Def-
inition C including a 20% cutoff value offered the best
combination of sensitivity (67.6%, 95% CI 54.7– 80.6%)
and specificity (81.3%, 95% CI 70.4 –92.1%).

Discussion

The diagnosis of VAP is made when a patient who has
been mechanically ventilated for �48 h develops a new or
progressive infiltrate, and the respiratory specimens are
positive. However, VAP cannot be confirmed or ruled out
until the completion of culture results, which generally
takes 2–3 d. Furthermore, pure clinical approaches, such
as modified CPIS and Johanson criteria, are characterized
by a wide variance in sensitivity and specificity among
different studies and a relatively moderate overall perfor-
mance in early VAP diagnosis. Our study questioned the
possible role of early bronchoscopic (macroscopic or cy-
tologic) findings as a separate diagnostic tool or as an

Table 2. Macroscopic Bronchoscopic Findings and Bronchoalveolar Lavage Fluid Cytology and Microbiology Results

Total (N � 54) VAP (n � 35) Non-VAP (n � 19) P

Macroscopic findings, n (%)
Indicative of malignancy* 4 (7.4) 2 (5.7) 2 (10.5) .61
Indicative of acute inflammation* 11 (20.4) 4 (11.4) 7 (36.8) .038

Macroscopic appearance of distal secretions, n (%) �.001
Serous 2 (3.7) 1 (2.9) 1 (5.3)
Mucous 8 (14.8) 0 (0) 8 (42.1)
Purulent 39 (72.2) 32 (91.4) 7 (36.8)
Bloody 3 (5.6) 0 (0) 3 (15.8)
Purulent � bloody 2 (3.7) 2 (5.7) 0 (0)

Cytological examination of BALF
Indicative of acute inflammation, n (%)*† 42 (77.8) 29 (82.9) 13 (68.4) .31
Cell count, median (IQR) %

Alveolar macrophages 17.5 (0–30) 10.0 (0–30) 27.5 (7.5–40) .15
Neutrophils 58 (30–80) 60.0 (30–80) 50.0 (20–80) .53
Lymphocytes 10 (0–10) 10.0 (2–10) 7.5 (0–10) .38

BALF microbiology positive for, n (%)*
Pseudomonas aeruginosa 12 (22.2) 10 (28.6) 2 (10.5) .18
Acinetobacter baumannii 12 (22.2) 12 (34.3) 0 (0) .004
Pseudomonas � Acinetobacter 6 (11.1) 5 (14.3) 1 (5.3) .41
Klebsiella pneumoniae 2 (3.7) 2 (5.7) 0 (0) .54
Staphylococus aureus 2 (3.7) 2 (5.7) 0 (0) .54
Serratia marcensens 1 (1.9) 1 (2.9) 0 (0) �.99
Cytomegalovirus 1 (1.9) 0 (0) 1 (5.3) �.99
Pneumocystis jiroveci 2 (3.7) 0 (0) 2 (10.5) .12
Any microrganism 41 (75.9) 34 (97.1) 7 (36.8) �.001

* Fisher exact test.
† Defined as a differential neutrophil count �5%.
VAP � ventilator-associated pneumonia
BALF � bronchoalveolar lavage fluid
IQR � interquartile range
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adjunct to preexisting clinical scores. Integrating relative
neutrophil cell count in modified CPIS or Johanson crite-
ria optimized their specificity (�80% for all combina-
tions) but decreased sensitivity to poor levels (�60% for
most combinations). Radiographic progression (pulmonary
consolidation and/or infiltrates) and presence of distal pu-
rulent secretions on bronchoscopy were the only indepen-
dent early recognizable factors significantly associated with
VAP diagnosis. We herein propose a new diagnostic score,
RPDMI, which incorporates clinical (duration of MV, pres-

ence of immunosuppression), radiographic, and early bron-
choscopic findings (purulence of distal secretions). An op-
timal cutoff value of 14.1 provides excellent accuracy (AUC
�0.9) and higher sensitivity and specificity (94.3 and
84.2%, respectively) compared with either Johanson cri-
teria or modified CPIS.

In agreement with our results, several previous studies
using BALF cultures or, more rarely, lung tissue histology
and culture as the accepted standard showed that CPIS
with a cutoff value of 613-19 and Johanson criteria8 have a

Table 4. Results From Multivariate Logistic Regression Model for the Probability of Ventilator-Associated Pneumonia

� Coefficient (log OR) OR 95% CI P

Immunosuppression (yes/no) �2.891 0.06 0.00–0.90 .042
Duration of mechanical ventilation (per 30 d of increase) 1.921 6.82 1.19–39.09 .031
New or progressive consolidation/infiltrates (yes/no) 7.934 2,790.89 5.68–1.4 � 106 .01
Purulent distal secretions (yes/no) 8.424 4,555.54 7.34–2.8 � 106 .01

VAP � ventilator-associated pneumonia
OR � odds ratio

Table 3. Results From Univariate Logistic Regression Model for the Probability of Ventilator-Associated Pneumonia

OR 95% CI P

Sex (male/female) 0.38 0.12–1.20 .10
Age (per 10 y of increase) 1.40 0.94–2.09 .09
COPD (yes/no) 6.23 0.72–53.58 .10
Immunosuppression (yes/no) 0.59 0.18–1.97 .40
Duration of mechanical ventilation (per 30 d of increase) 0.95 0.60–1.51 .84
Cause of admission in ICU (yes/no)*

Sepsis/multi-organ failure 0.67 0.14–3.35 .63
Extubation failure in the early postoperative period 0.77 0.14–4.33 .77
Acute cardiac events 0.38 0.08–1.93 .25
Coma 0.77 0.11–5.61 .80

Fever (per 1°C increase) 2.36 0.98–5.70 .056
Shock (yes/no) 1.20 0.39–3.69 .75
Peripheral WBC (log 10) (per 1 log�10) 1.53 0.21–11.07 .67
New or progressive consolidation/infiltrates (yes/no) 30.60 3.45–271.51 .002
APACHE II Score (per 5 units increase) 0.89 0.56–1.42 .62
CPIS (per 1 unit increase) 2.31 1.37–3.91 .002
Antibiotic therapy (yes/no) 1.94 0.25–15.01 .53
Bronchoscopic findings

Purulent distal secretions (yes/no) 58.29 6.48–524.04 �.001
BALF cytology indicative of acute inflammation (yes/no) 2.23 0.60–8.24 .23
Positive BALF culture (yes/no) 58.29 6.48–524.04 �.001
BALF cell count (%) (per 10% increase)
Alveolar macrophages 0.84 0.66–1.08 .18
Neutrophils 1.07 0.87–1.32 .51
Lymphocytes 1.35 0.59–3.10 .48

* Fisher exact test.
OR � odds ratio
WBC � white blood cells
APACHE II � Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation II
CPIS � Clinical Pulmonary Infection Score
BALF � bronchoalveolar lavage fluid
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low specificity (�80%) for VAP diagnosis. Furthermore,
modified CPIS lacks sensitivity (�80%), as described in
the present and previous studies focusing on the simplified
version of the CPIS.13,16-18 The relative neutrophil cell
count (%) at various cutoff levels did not substantially
improve the diagnostic performance of either modified
CPIS or Johanson criteria. This result could be partially
justified by the absence of a significant difference in neu-
trophil cell count between subjects with VAP and subjects
with another diagnosis. Although most of the few previous
studies focusing on the role of cellular profiles of BALF
for the differential diagnosis between bacterial and viral
pneumonia20 or pneumonia and other diagnoses21-23 con-
cluded that bacterial pneumonia was associated with higher
percentages of neutrophils in BALF, only 2 of these pub-
lications included subjects receiving mechanical ventila-
tion,20,23 which may mildly increase BALF neutrophil count
even in the absence of lung injury,24 and none of them
focused on VAP. In the present study, among the 19 sub-
jects without VAP, all 4 subjects with ARDS, 1 of 5 sub-
jects with atelectasis, and all 3 subjects with acute cardiac
failure had a percentage of neutrophil cell count in BALF
�50%. Increased relative neutrophil cell counts (up to
50%) have been observed previously in the early stages of
ARDS25 and atelectasis26 and have been attributed to a
possible mechanism of increased alveolar-capillary per-
meability. On the contrary, although prolonged mechani-
cal ventilation per se may mildly increase BALF neutro-
phil cell count, this cannot completely explain the high
neutrophil percentage in the 3 subjects with acute cardiac

failure. All had clinical and/or radiographic deterioration,
significantly elevated serum brain natriuretic peptide lev-
els, and abnormal echocardiogram and improved after in-
tense medical therapy for heart failure. Although high lev-
els of relative neutrophil cell count (%) may imply the
co-existence of an underlying mechanism of acute lung
injury, none of these subjects typically fulfilled the criteria
for ARDS.

An important reason for the poor accuracy of existing
clinical criteria (CPIS or Johanson) for diagnosing VAP
could be the fact that purulent tracheobronchial secretions
are also present in patients without VAP receiving me-
chanical ventilation or in patients with ventilator-associ-
ated tracheobronchitis.1,27,28 In addition, clinical signs,
symptoms, and microbiologic criteria for evaluating endo-
tracheal sputum aspirate samples included in the diagnos-
tic criteria for ventilator-associated tracheobronchitis
overlap with the criteria for VAP. However, ventilator-
associated tracheobronchitis does not involve pulmonary
parenchyma and, thus, does not cause the progressive ra-
diographic pulmonary infiltrates included in the VAP def-
inition.29 Along the same lines as our findings, a previous
bronchoscopic study by Timsit et al30 recognized the pres-
ence of distal purulent secretions, the persistence of distal
secretions surging from distal bronchi during exhalation,
and the decrease of PaO2

/FIO2
for �50 mm Hg as signifi-

cant factors associated with a diagnosis of pneumonia in
mechanically ventilated subjects; the presence of at least 2
factors had a sensitivity of 78% and a specificity of 89%.30

The RPDMI score incorporates both factors of radiographic

Fig. 1. Comparison of receiver operating characteristic curves illustrating the performance of modified Clinical Pulmonary Infection Score
(area under the curve � 0.80), Johanson criteria combined with BALF (area under the curve � 0.78), modified CPIS combined with BALF
(area under the curve � 0.68), neutrophil cell count (%), and the newly proposed RPDMI score (area under the curve � 0.96) in early
diagnosis of ventilator-associated pneumonia. CPIS � modified Clinical Pulmonary Infection Score; BALF � bronchoalveolar lavage fluid;
RPDMI � radiological progression, purulent secretions, duration of mechanical ventilation, immunosuppression.
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progression and distal purulent secretions, and this could
possibly explain its better diagnostic accuracy compared
with other purely clinical criteria.

It is of notice that subjects belonging in the VAP or
non-VAP group (see Table 1) had similarly high mortality
rates (65.7 and 52.6%, respectively, P � .52). This obser-
vation could be partially explained by the relatively high
APACHE scores of subjects on ICU admission (median
20, interquartile range 15–26 and median 22, interquartile
range 17–24, respectively, P � .72), which have been
associated with predicted death rates ranging from 40 to
50% in non-operative subjects.31,32 Unfortunately, our in-
stitutional admission policy is restricted to more severely
ill patients due to limited ICU beds. We should also take

into consideration the fact that the observed mortality rates
among ICU patients who are transferred from other in-
patient facilities may be even higher than those predicted
by APACHE II (lead time bias).33 Moreover, it should be
emphasized that our observational study exclusively aimed
to identify isolated clinical and laboratory factors or clin-
ical scores that best predict VAP and that assessing the
possible impact of a novel therapeutic strategy based on
RPDMI or other scores on mortality outcome was beyond
the scope of this study.

We acknowledge some limitations of the present study.
First, our accepted standard for VAP diagnosis was the
definition provided by the CDC/National Healthcare Safety
Network with microbiological evidence based solely on

Table 5. Diagnostic Performance of Johanson Criteria, Modified CPIS, Their Combinations With Bronchoalveolar Lavage Fluid Cytology, and
RPDMI Score in Ventilator-Associated Pneumonia Diagnosis

VAP Definitions
Neutrophil Cell Count

�20% �30% �40% �50% �60% �70% �80%

A (Johanson criteria), %
Sensitivity 85.7
Specificity 73.7
Positive predictive value 85.7
Negative predictive value 73.7
Correct classification rate 81.5

B (modified CPIS �6), %
Sensitivity 62.9
Specificity 73.7
Positive predictive value 81.5
Negative predictive value 51.9
Correct classification rate 66.7

C (Johanson criteria combined with different cutoff
values of relative neutrophil cell count), %

Sensitivity 67.6 58.8 50.0 47.1 35.3 26.5 17.6
Specificity 81.3 81.3 81.3 81.3 81.3 81.3 81.3
Positive predictive value 88.5 87.0 85.0 84.2 80.0 75.0 66.7
Negative predictive value 54.2 48.1 43.3 41.9 37.1 34.2 31.7
Correct classification rate 72.0 66.0 60.0 58.0 50.0 44.0 38.0

D (CPIS �6 combined with different cutoff values
of relative neutrophil cell count), %

Sensitivity 47.1 41.2 35.3 32.4 20.6 17.6 14.7
Specificity 81.3 81.3 81.3 81.3 81.3 87.5 87.5
Positive predictive value 84.2 82.4 80.0 78.6 70.0 75.0 71.4
Negative predictive value 41.9 39.4 37.1 36.1 32.5 33.3 32.6
Correct classification rate 58.0 54.0 50.0 48.0 40.0 40.0 38.0

E (RPDMI score), %
Sensitivity 94.3
Specificity 84.2
Positive predictive value 91.7
Negative predictive value 88.9
Correct classification rate 90.7

VAP � ventilator-associated pneumonia
CPIS � clinical pulmonary infection score
RPDMI � radiological progression, purulent secretions, duration of mechanical ventilation, immunosuppression
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BALF analysis rather than histopathology and/or tissue
culture results. However, isolation by culture from biopsy
or autopsy lung specimens is usually difficult to obtain.
Additionally, focal involvement of lung tissue by bacterial
infection may result in negative cultures despite a histo-
pathology compatible with acute inflammation,34,35

whereas interpretation of findings by different pathologists
may present significant variation (18–38%).6 It is also
worth commenting on the excessively high ORs of the two
variables (new or progressive infiltrates and purulent distal
secretions) included in the multivariate analysis. Some pos-
sible explanations for these results are: (1) these two vari-
ables had very high ORs in the univariate analysis as well
(30.6 and 58.3, respectively); (2) unlike linear regression
models, ORs estimated from logistic regression analysis
can easily become very high, since they are derived from
exponentiation of the respective � coefficients; and (3) the
relatively small sample size, although more than adequate
compared with other similar studies, cannot ensure stable
and precise estimates. In particular, after a simple cross-
tabulation of VAP with these two variables, specific cells
of the corresponding 2-way tables have very low frequen-
cies. Nonetheless, the very high ORs still reflect the huge
and well-known prognostic value of the respective clinical
findings. Finally, the negative impact of the presence of
immunosuppression on RPDMI score is another limitation
of the present study. A possible explanation for this ob-
servation is that, in these subjects, early antibiotic modi-
fication is a common practice on the basis of a low clinical
diagnostic threshold for VAP but may influence final mi-
crobiology results. However, the low number (n � 16) of
immunosuppressed subjects included in our analysis makes
it difficult to draw a definite conclusion for the role of
RPDMI score in this category of critically ill patients.

Conclusions

This study did not substantiate any additive diagnostic
value in VAP diagnosis by combining BALF cytology
with classical pure clinical scores. On the other hand, a
new score encompassing clinical and radiological charac-
teristics and an early bronchoscopic finding (purulence of
secretions from distant airways) presented excellent diag-
nostic accuracy. The utility of this diagnostic tool should
be further evaluated in larger populations of mechanically
ventilated patients, including those with immunosuppres-
sion. In addition, a randomized control trial would be very
useful in assessing the possible impact of an RPDMI score-
based treatment approach on specific outcomes, such as
mortality, ventilator-free days, total duration of ICU stay,
and rationalization of antimicrobial use.
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